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SST is a part of Space Situational 
Awareness SSA:

• Near-Earth Objects (NEO): detecting natural objects 
such as asteroids that can potentially impact Earth and 
cause damage

• Space Weather (SWE):  monitoring and predicting the 
state of the Sun and the interplanetary and planetary 
environments, including Earth’s magnetosphere, 
ionosphere and thermosphere, which can affect 
spaceborne and ground-based infrastructure thereby 
endangering human health and safety

https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/nasa-s-dart-mission-hits-asteroid-in-first-ever-planetary-defense-test
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plik:%D0%92%D0%B7%D1%80%D1%8B%D0%B2_%D0%BC%D0%B5%D1%82%D0%B5%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B0_%D0%BD%D0%B0%D0%B4_%D0%A7%D0%B5%D0%BB%D1%8F%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BD%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%BE%D0%BC_15_02_2013_avi-iCawTYPtehk.ogv


more than 30,000 space debris >10 cm,
more than 900 000 space debris >1 cm

currently, more than 4,000 active satellites
orbit the Earth; a number more than 
doubled since 2015

with the increasing number of space objects,
increased risk of collisions, which often lead
to the formation of new space debris

2007: Old Fengyun1C satellite is destroyed 
by a missile (ASAT) => Debris cloud of 2 000 
cataloged objects
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:DESCRIPTION OF THE MOVEMENT OF THE EARTH'S ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES

ASTRODYNAMICS



Inertial Reference System: have origin at the Earth’s center. The axes are not rotating 

with the Earth, but instead they are fixed respect to the fixed stars. The most commonly used inertial reference systems are 
J2000 and ICRF (International Celestial Reference Frame). For orbit determination purposes we only refer to the inertial 
systems.

Heliocentric

Geocentric
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• Even though elaborate models have been developed to compute the motion of artificial Earth 
satellites to the high level of accuracy required for many applications today, the main features of 

their orbits may still be described by a reasonably simple approximation. 

This is due to the fact that the force resulting from the Earth's central mass outniles all other
forces acting on the satellite by several orders of magnitude, in much the same way as the 

attraction of the Sun governs the motion of the planets. 

The laws of planetary motion, which were found empirically by Kepler about 400 years ago, 
may, therefore, equally well be applied to a satellite's orbit around the Earth. 



Kepler Laws

• The orbit of a planet is an ellipse with the Sun at one focus

• The line joining a planet and the Sun sweeps out equal areas during equal intervals of 
time.

• The square of a planet's orbital period is proportional to the cube of the length of the 
semi-major axis of its orbit.
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A zero-sum approximation of the problem of the motion of Earth's satellites
is the issue of the two bodies with negligible mass of the satellite.

The equations of motion of a satellite in a geocentric system with a fixed
axis orientation then have the form of a: 

ሷ ҧ𝑟 = −
𝜇

𝑟3
ҧ𝑟

The Kepler approximation means that we treat the Earth as a spherical body with a radius 
[Earth's equatorial radius]: 



The satellite cannot leave the orbital plane, since the force is always anti-

parallel to the position vector and, therefore, does not give rise to any 

acceleration perpendicular to the plane [ Ԧ𝐹 =
Ԧ𝑟

𝑟
𝐹 the central force dose not alter 

the plane of the satellite’s orbit].

Non-spherical Earth –Geopotential
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equation of motion of the sun 

equation of motion of the planet

Ideal Motion: The Two Bodies Problem
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• differential equation describing the relative motion of a planet [satellite] with 
respect to the Sun [Earth]

=> • integral of the energy of two material points in motion relative to the center 
of mass

• integral of angular momentum of a system of two material points in motion 
relative to the center-of-mass

=>

From the integral of Energy, we get the track of a material point [planet, satellite]:
From the integral of angular momentum, the time dependence of relative motion: 



• trajectory of a material point [satellite, planet] in relative motion in a 
polar system with origin at a material point [Sun, Earth] in the plane of 
relative motion

=>
track is a hyperbola

…      is an ellipse

…      is a parabola



Ideal Motion (first Kepler’s law): resulting orbits

• object during motion assumes the shape of a cone, depending on the eccentricity and focus on the 

material point S (F’)

• solution of the  equation of motion in polar coordinates is called Conic Equation:

𝑟 =
𝑝

1 + 𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜗)

ⅇ =
𝑐

𝑎

semi-major axis 𝑎 gives information about the size of the orbit.15



Classical Orbital Elements – Position Along the Orbit







Non - Ideal Motion



two groups of interactions disrupting Keplerian 

motion:

1. Gravitational forces: 

a) constant in time gravitational field of the non-spherical Earth, 

b) direct attraction of the satellite by the Sun and the Moon,

c) indirect influence of the Sun and the Moon through the flows 

of oceanic masses and the Earth's crust,

d) relativistic effects: Earth’s mass leads to a curvature of the 

four-dimensional space-time: correction by a factor of about
𝑣2

𝑐2
.

2. Non-gravitational forces:

a) solar radiation pressure

b) atmospheric drag

c) Earth radiation pressure: radiation reflected by the 

Earth (albedo) generates a small amount of pressure on 

the satellite.

• Non - Ideal Motion



• Non - Ideal Motion ad 1. Gravitational forces: -

A common feature of gravitational forces is their potentiality: 
• none of them can causa systematic changes in the semi-major axis or orbital eccentricity,
• satellite can be treated as a material point with negligible mass.

Main mathematical tool used to construction of geopotential models is the harmonic series of 
spherical functions [the Earth’s geopotential field as the sum of an infitite number of harmonics]:

geopotential coefficients

harmonics of degree l and order m



• Nature of the third-body perturbation: namely, the Sun and Moon produce a secular variation in the 
satellite node, argument of perigee, and mean anomaly, similar to the Earth oblateness effect.

• Earth tides – gravitational force exerted by the Sun and the Moon lead to a time varying
deformation of the Earth: has some small periodic variations that affect the motion of the satellite.

• Non - Ideal Motion ad 2. Non - gravitational forces: 

a) solar radiation pressure

b) atmospheric drag

c) Earth radiation pressure: radiation reflected by the Earth (albedo) generates a small amount of pressure on the satellite.



cannot treat a satellite as a material point:

its m -nearly constant for objects orbiting the Earth, about 1367 𝑊𝑚−1.s, 

shape, size and the physical properties of its surface (even its 

color) become relevant. The Hunger Games: Catching Fir

• cannot treat a satellite as a material point: mass, shape, size and the 
physical properties of its surface (even its color) become relevant. 

• Non - Ideal Motion ad 2. Non - gravitational forces: 

• can induce a secular perturbation of semi-major axis and eccentricity and 
have a significant impact on the residence time of satellites in orbit.

Ad a) solar radiation pressure:

acceleration due to the Solar Radiation Pressure

solar radiation pressure coefficient𝐶𝑅 = 1 + 𝜀

fraction of energy reflected by the satellite

• 𝑺𝑹𝑷 creates the predominant perturbing 
acceleration above approximately 800 km altitude.



Ad b) atmospheric drag: are really of high importance for the LEO satellites, 

being the biggest source of disturbance at that regime. 

• is directed in the opposite velocity direction

• force is non-conservative and the overall effect is about to reduce the

semimajor axis.

drag coefficient: value depends on the interaction between the
atmosphere and the satellite surface; in general: 2.0÷2.3

ballistic coefficient

satellite cross sectional area,

atmospheric density: function of the altitude
• β scale factor: function of the temperature

• the actual temperature in the higher atmosphere is a 
complex function of the air’s molecular components, 

• effects of the solar radiation have a great impact in the 
overall computation.



• Perturbed Satellite Motion

1. Accelerations due to the non-spherically and inhomogeneous mass distribution

within Earth (central body),   ሷ𝑟E .

2. Accelerations due to other celestial bodies (Sun, Moon and planets), 

mainly ሷ𝑟S , ሷ𝑟M .

3. Accelerations due to Earth and oceanic tides, ሷ𝑟e  , ሷ𝑟o.

4. Accelerations due to atmospheric drag, ሷ𝑟D .

5. Accelerations due to direct and Earth-reflected solar radiation pressure, ሷ𝑟SP , ሷ𝑟A . 





Orbit determination

„Satellite Orbit Determination: method of determining the position and velocity, i.e., the state vector of an orbiting object such as an
interplanetary spacecraft or an Earth – orbiting satellite” 

Mathematical Description: Goddard Trajectory Determination System



• the minimal set of parameters is the position and velocity

vectors at some given epoch

• dynamic and measurement model parameters: i.e., tracking equipment biases and 

environmental forces affecting satellite motion.

p and q affects the force and the measurement models

the estimate of the state will differ from the true state because of :

• Mathematical formulation and parameter errors embedded in the equations of motion;

• Mathematical formulation and parameter errors in the observation-state relationship;

• Random or systematic errors in the observations;

• Numerical errors in the computational procedures used in the estimation process.

➢ estimation of the trajectory will never be exact since the observations will be always subject to both random and 
systematic errors. 



Orbit determination :==: state estimation

2. orbit estimation (differential correction) used for the improvement of the a priori orbital elements

from a large set of tracking data

➢ The problem of determining the best estimate of the state over time of a spacecraft, whose 

initial state is unknown, from observations influenced by random and systematic errors, using 

a mathematical model that is not exact, is referred to as the problem of state estimation

1. initial orbit determination IOD used for the direct computation of the 6 orbital elements from at

least three observations with no a priori knowledge of the spacecraft’s trajectory:

IOD

l have



• non-linear systems: describe the problem by introducing the state transition matrix composed by the 
partial derivatives of the state at time 𝑡𝑘+1with respect to the state at time 𝑡𝑘:

process noise: account the 
effects of the non-modeled
forces.







Observational Techniques



Radars:

• used to determine position and/or velocity of satellites since 30. XX century
• use the effect of reflection of electromagnetic waves and the Doppler effect
• a satellite is observable at least as it rises above the horizon (no weather condition and seasonal constrains)
• Two types of radio observations: active – satellite transmitting the tracking signal, e.i. one-way

pasive - using a reflected signal from a ground-based transmitter, e.i. two-way

• Affected by: 
• atmospheric delay
• transponder delay (~1000-3000nsec: 150-450m)
• satellite motion

• Observation data
• Azimuth - angular distance, measured along the horizon

• Elevation – angular distance above the horizon



Telescops:
• electromagnetic wave detectors in the visible range

• for SST: 

• field of view

• speed of assembly

• camera readout speed



• optical measurements: right ascension and declination
• the satellite position is measured against the fixed star background by 

using image technigues
• shutter times are used as a time reference: 𝑡1- time of shutter opening, 

𝑡2 - time of shutter closing
• two main errors:

• aberration
• light time delay- satellite position is relevant to an instant in time

before the time of shooting

characterization of objects



LASERS: light amplification by 
stimulated emission of radiation

• for SST
• satellite laser ranging, SLR

• highest measurement precision

• active satellites with 
retroreflectors, up to 36 000 km

• space debris, up to 3 000 km 



Data Analysis SST

Combined covariance C which is the sum of the 

two objects’ covariance



❑ 2009 February 10th: Operational Iridium 33 satellite collides with 

Cosmos 2251 satellite (not operational since 1995) => 2 debris clouds 

of respectively 600 and 1 600 cataloged objects

CelesTrak: Iridium 33/Cosmos 2251 Collision

https://celestrak.org/events/collision/


Large uncertainty in mass (in this case depending on how much fuel still on board or if fuel was 

dumped) →large uncertainty in drag (function of Area/mass ratio) →shifts in passes usual

In general for RE, depending on re-entry angle/attitude/rotational state/solar activity uncertainty in 

the predictions can be large and the object can “skip” a revolution, or even “bounce” on the 

atmosphere like skipping stones.





Space Domain Awareness, SDA
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Pale Blue Dot: from a distance of about 6. 4 

bln km

DZIĘKUJĘ ZA UWAGĘ 

"It has been said that astronomy is a humbling and character-building experience. There is perhaps no better
demonstration of the folly of human conceits than this distant image of our tiny world. To me, it underscores
our responsibility to deal more kindly with one another, and to preserve and cherish the pale blue dot, the only
home we have ever known."

Carl Sagan
" Pale Blue Dot: A Vision of the Human Future in Space"



BACKUP
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• e.g. methods: 

• Herrick-Gibbs: measurement type set {range, azimuth ,elevation},

• Gooding: measurement type set {azimuth, elevation}, 



Osculating and Mean Orbital Elements

Fig.  Definition of osculating elements. The instantaneous conics ale always tangential to the perturbed actual
physical orbit of the body. 

➢ the satellite is located on a different osculating orbit for each particular
epoch,

➢ The true satellite orbit can be regarded to be the envelope of all
successive osculating orbits with the osculating elements 𝑎(tk), 𝑒(tk), . . . 
𝑀(tk); tk a time parameter, continuously increasing, 

➢ the perturbed satellite motion can be interpreted to be a Keplerian
motion with time-variable elements:

➢ “history” of an osculating element 𝑎i(t) is represented as the sum of long- and short-periodic terms: 

• 𝑎i(t) contains the sum of low frequency, secular and constant parts - called mean elements. 
• 𝛥𝑎i(t) represents the high-frequency oscillations. 
• Thus, mean elements can be considered as osculating elements with vanishing periodic terms. 



• second Kepler’s law := constancy of areal velocity

=>

• third Kepler’s law =>

closest point to the focus F (center of attraction)

distance to perycenter

distance to apocenter

height of perigee

apogee height



Since 2009 JSpOC (18 SpCS) distributes CM to O/O 

What is a 18 SpCS’sCDM
The best available data to avoid collision in space:Takes benefit 

of the US SPcatalog,

Is distributed to all O/O

A description of a forecasted conjunction :TCA: Time of Closest 

Approach;

Orbit information of the 2 objects: Position / Velocity at TCA,

Covariance,

Orbit Determination characteristics

Information on the size of the object;

Generated with geometric criteria (Miss distance & Radial 

separation):Emergency criteria, up to 3 days before TCA:LEO: 1 km / 200 m,

GEO: 10 km / 5 km 

Large criteria (95% capture screening):LEO: 50 km / 2 km (maximum value), up 

to 7 days before TCA,

GEO: 360 km / 12 km, up to 14 days before TCA 

CDM Analysis implies to evaluate :
I.Position & Velocityof the two objects at the TCA

II.Covarianceof the two objects at the TCA

III.Radius of the englobing sphere of each object at 

the TCA
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In a non-central force field

➢ function R contains all components of V excluding the central term GM/r : 
disturbing potential. 

Lagrange’s Perturbation Equations Gaussian Form of Perturbation Equation

• K1 is capable of changing the orientation of the orbital 
plane (elements 𝛺 and 𝑖). 

• K2  change of the semi-major axisfor 𝑒≪ 1, i.e. by the 
component in the direction of satellite motion. 
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3 lata POLSKI w EU SST

➢ Działania operacyjne: nadzór przesyłania danych do EUSATCEN oraz nad działaniem
sensorów PAK, odpowiedzi na żądania wykonania pomiarów specyficznych
obiektów np. ponownego wejścia w atmosferę – zachowanie reżimu czasowego
maks. 24h, prowadzenie okresowej kalibracji sensorów

Działania organizacyjne: czynności wynikające z pracy komitetów roboczych EU SST 
oraz projektów wynikających z działalności konsorcjum 1SST2018-20 (grant 
operacyjny: 299/G/GRO/COPE/19/11109 ) i 23SST2018-20 (EU project 952852 R&D H2020).

➢ Integracja  istniejącego oprogramowania Ansys AGI: ODTK oraz STK na cele 
operacyjne poprzez moduł GSTT GMSPAZIO Satellite Tracking Toolkit

➢ Budowa OPTICAL FENCE - budowa systemu sensorów o bardzo szerokim polu 
widzenia do triangulacji optycznej

➢ Upgrade krajowych sensorów wykorzystywanych na potrzeby EUSST – grant 23SST.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uClDUZkyuT0


• three types of harmonics:
1. zonal – only depend from the latitude
2. sectorial – only depend from the longitude
3. teseral – depend from both

• first zonal harmonics, J2, takes into account that the Earth is an oblate spheroid (the equatorial radius exceeds
the polar radius by about 10 km). 

• disturbing force that pulls the satellite towards the equatorial plane. This motion is westward for posigrade orbits 
(inclination <90 degrees) and eastward for retrograde orbits (inclination > 90 degrees). Approximation of the 
nodal precession:

• another effect of J2 is the variation over time of the argument of perigee. Orbit rotates in its orbital plane and the 
argument of perigee value change over time: 

• Those two effects are called secular: variation of the orbital parameter occurs always in the same direction (just depends 
from the inclination) and have a long term effect. 

• Other effects whose net result in an orbit is null: they are called periodic perturbation.
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